Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence and choose the correct word from the word bank.

Word Bank
broken  categorize  darken  harmonize
simplify  summarize  sweeten  terrify

1. In class, Ms. Wang asked us to __________________ the chapter we’d read the night before.

2. The sky began to __________________, and then it started to rain.

3. The dog’s barking was annoying, but it did not __________________ me.

4. I will __________________ my life by getting rid of all of the toys and games I no longer play with.

5. Mr. Lopez used a little honey to __________________ his tea.

6. Scientists __________________ living things into different families and classes.

7. The sisters have wonderful voices that __________________ beautifully when they sing together.

8. The window was _________________ while the kids played baseball nearby.